The transformation starts here.
The gearbox. It’s the essential ingredient in the drivetrain of a wind turbine.
It’s what drives the creation of energy.
Gearbox Express has created a Revolution.

Gearbox Express has created a Revolution.

In 2013, the team at Gearbox Express developed a technical product unlike anything else in the industry.
They named this proprietary gearbox Revolution because that is what it is, and what it is doing – causing a
paradigm shift in the wind industry. Revolution’s upgrades actually address the most common premature
failure modes, something that has never been done before. Four years later, Gearbox Express continues to
Lead the Charge by making the product even better.

Introducing Revolution 2.0.
Revolution 2.0

5-YEAR

OEM
Configuration

5-YEAR

Integral Taper
Roller Bearing
• Case carburized
with DLC rollers
• Improves uneven
load share while
simultaneously
increasing rating

Factory-filled with

Case carburized
CRB’s in HSS and
IMS positions

Case Hardened Ring Gear
• Higher rating
• Provides superior debris
resistance

GBXtreme Filter
• 6 micron
vs. standard 10 micron
• Higher flow (1000 beta)
• Doubles filter capacity
• 1 yr. operation
vs. 6 month

Poseidon Wear
Debris Sensor
• Real time and continuous
monitoring
• Distinguishes difference
between ferrous and non
ferrous particle

Ultra Clean Steel,
Super Finished
• Improved surface finish for
integral planet bearing race
• Enhanced gear rating
• Reduced inclusion rating
per ISO 4967

Now in production for most turbine platforms including GE 1.5s/sle/xle/1.x-100, Siemens 2.3,
Vestas v80/v90, Vestas v82, MHI 1000. Other models are currently under review.
www.gearboxexpress.com

Engineering Approach

• Disassembly, root cause and metallurgical analysis
• Operational performance modeled
• Upgrades applied and new supply chain established

GBX Remanufactured Features
• All fittings and fasteners that experience shear or
show wear are replaced new
• All seals are replaced new
• Cooler cores are always replaced new
• Hoses and filters are always replaced new
• Lubrication pumps are always replaced new
• All sensors are checked and calibrated or
replaced if necessary
• Assembly occurs in a clean atmosphere
• Built by skilled technicians
• Certified by a full load test

Ring

Component

Regrind

Planets

Regrind

LSS Gear

Regrind

IMS Gear

Regrind

3-Year (Standard)

Value-Leading Solution 
Revolution has always been priced competitively
with new OEM gearboxes. However, Gearbox
Express has realized efficiency gains from its new
facility as well as economies of scale through
increased volume. This is allowing us to pass
on significant cost savings to our customers
while also delivering improved technology and
reliability with Revolution 2.0

Proactive Lifecycle Management
By getting Gearbox Express involved earlier
in your maintenance cycle, we can help you
maximize the value of your core, stream line in
and out costs, and reduce down time.

5-Year Revolution

New – Case hardened

New – Ultra clean and super finished

Sun

Regrind

IMS Pinion

Regrind

HSS

New
OEM configuration

HSS-IMS Bearings

Carburized

Carburized

GBXtream Filter

No

Poseidon Wear Sensor
Amsoil Fill

No

Yes

Load Test

No

Yes

Planet Bearings

Warranty

Crane Coverage

3-Year

Yes – No cap

New

New or regrind
New

New or regrind

New
Integral to planet gear, carburized w/ DLC

Yes
Yes
Yes

5-Year

Yes – No cap

GBX accepts all makes including: Winergy; Bosch Rexroth; Moventas; GETS, Nanjing, Hansen, and ZF

REVOLUTION

LEADING THE CHARGE

Since commencing operations in 2012,
Gearbox Express has stood tall in our beliefs
that we’re poised to be a wind energy
success story. Our success is self-evident as
we constructed and opened a new company
headquarters in 2016 — doubling the size
of our original.
Turnkey Services
• Costs significantly less than
traditional crane
• Mobilization is one tractor trailer
• Safely operate at higher wind speeds
(12 m/s 10 min avg.)
(max allowable gust 18 m/s)

TURNKEY
SERVICE

• Non-disruptive operations allow for
landowner peace of mind
New Facility Data
• 100% new construction
		- All precast and fully climate controlled
• 80,000-square feet for phase 1
• 10-acre site permits phase 2 expansion
• Dedicated bays
- Receiving / Disassembly –
		 Two 30T cranes
- Assembly – Two 30T cranes
- Testing / Shipping – One 30T crane,
One 60T crane
• Two 3.1MW test stands
• In house super finishing capability
• Dedicated mainshaft assembly
• Expansive parts inventory for uptower
repair providers
• Storage and maintenance
• GBX School

Gearbox Express is the only company in North America
that is focused on providing independent, multi-brand
wind gearbox remanufacturing services.
LEADING THE CHARGE
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